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Katie Fitzsimmons
Member

As we reach the end of an incredibly challenging year, from the member 
perspective it is vital to share how much we value and respect the 
commitment we have seen from all members of the trust team.  It has been 
humbling to see.  As well as these incredible levels of commitment and 
creative, flexible responses to the changing environment, we have seen the 
trust focus on development.  This has been seen in the work on vision which 
was embraced by the CEO following his substantive appointment - it is clear 
that this sits at the heart of the trust’s work.

Members have been assured of the work of the trust via regular trust 
communications, reporting and sharing of very positive external validations 
such as Ofsted inspection and ESFA reports.  All of these have been 
demanding for teams to engage in, but have provided powerful insight into 
the improvement journey of the trust. As we look to 2021-22, we welcome 
the next stages of growth and look forward to hearing about the successful 
addition of St Dominic and St Mellion to the trust. 1



Mark Lees
Chair of the Board 

We hope that you find St Barnabas CE MAT’s first annual report interesting and a useful summary of 
some of the excellent work that has taken place across our six schools and Trust during 2020/21. It has 
certainly been a challenging year for everyone with the worries of the Covid pandemic and two national 
school closure periods.

Firstly, I would like to thank on behalf of the Trust board, all our parents and children who have worked 
hard at home to continue their education when our schools were closed. We know how hard this was for 
many of you with work and other commitments and appreciate your support.
Our heads and teachers also deserve special thanks as I know that they have continued to ensure that the 
best educational experiences have been provided for our children both remotely at home and when back 
in school.
 
The Trust board would also like to thank Mr Sean Powers as Executive Principal and the central team for 
supporting our schools. We have had several OFSTED monitoring inspections to Quethiock and St Martins 
CE schools this year and they have all commented on the good work being undertaken in our schools and 
the quality of support from St Barnabas CE MAT. This is something we are proud of!

We are looking forward to welcoming St Dominic and St Mellion CE primary schools into our MAT family 
from September 2021. 2



Gemma Adams
Chair of the Liskeard Local Governing Board 

I have been in awe at the way staff, pupils and parents within the Liskeard 
schools have stepped up during the pandemic.  Staff have worked with 
passion and dedication throughout and the quality of the remote learning 
offer has been praised by OFSTED, with visits to both Quethiock and St 
Martin’s this year. The Liskeard LGB has successfully recruited new governors 
and our last meeting was full of discussion and challenge. 

With Steve’s wealth of knowledge and experience the LGB ends the year in a 
very strong position. I am incredibly proud of the team, who have had to 
quickly adapt to meeting and monitoring virtually. Following a successful 
interview at Braddock School I will be stepping down as Chair from 
September. I have enjoyed three incredible years as a governor and I will miss 
working with you all.
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Tasha Deacon
Chair of the Rame Local Governing Board 

The resilience of the Rame schools and their fabulous staff and children has 
been outstanding this past year. Leadership structures have changed in all 
three schools, keeping us on our toes. The future will be an Executive Head of 
Millbrook and St Nicolas and a newly appointed Head of School in Antony. We 
are continuing with a joined up approach to data and reporting across all three 
schools as this provides an excellent overview to challenge. 

Our LGB is almost complete now and I would like to thank all the Rame 
governors past and present for their support and flexibility with monitoring 
and challenge over the past year. We continue to learn together with the 
support of Steve to keep us focused! Finally to thank all members of the St 
Barnabas Academy for their support, care and leadership to enable our 
children to embrace learning and “Bring IT”.
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Jo-Anne Callow
Chair of the Educational Standards Committee

Educational Standards in the Trust continue to improve. The Schools have 
had many quality assurance visits this year focusing on teaching and 
learning. These include visits from the Executive Principal and a National 
Lead of Education to OFSTED inspections at Quethiock and St Martin’s. 
Feedback from all of these visits has been positive with many strengths 
identified. All reports highlight the positive attitudes to learning shown by 
the children.

There has been a focus on EYFS this year and good progress has been made 
in this area in terms of provision for children and increasing standards. All 
schools in the Trust were early adopters for the new EYFS profile.

I would like to thank all of the staff and the children for their hard work, 
commitment and resilience during this challenging year. You have all been 
amazing.
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Geoffrey Postles
Chair of the Audit, Resources & Remuneration Committee

Chairing these three committees and taking the decisive action required, has 
enabled the CEO and the central team to provide the operational support 
services that the six schools expect. We have been able to invest in all our 
schools in order to assist them to be the best learning environment for the 
children. Challenging questions have been asked and fully responded to.

 I look forward to the two new schools joining the trust in September, and to 
the benefits this will bring to all those involved. 

We greatly appreciate the work of Nichola the new Business Manager in 
providing full information to inform our decision making and in responding to 
challenging questions from the Board. I am sure that the two schools joining 
the trust will benefit from the informed management of Trust funds. 
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Kerstin Lewis
Chair of the Christian Ethos Committee
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Our Christian Ethos Committee has continued to grow with 
members attending who are from schools outside of our Trust.
This year work has focused on the individual schools’ readiness 
for SIAMS inspection, the planning and teaching of Religious 
Education and the resources available to teachers in the 
classroom and for  Daily Acts of Worship.
The committee has been greatly supported by Jo Pearton (Trust 
RE Lead) and Shelley England (Headteacher).
Next year this group will focus heavily on looking for evidence of 
the vision and values of the Trust and the Church of England  
being the lived experience of all stakeholders. Pupils will also be 
getting out and about following the new Cornish Pilgrimage 
routes for children. 



Steve Whiffen
Head of Governance 
We continued to strengthen our governance to ensure that the Trust and our 
schools are well run. We adapted to holding virtual meetings where attendees 
appeared in a grid of little boxes as if on a TV game show. The catchphrase 
quickly became, “you’re on mute!”.

Huge thanks to our Trustees and local governors - all unpaid volunteers - for 
committing themselves wholeheartedly to supporting the Trust and school 
leadership, as well as holding them to account on behalf of the children and 
parents. They are our leaders’ much-needed “critical friends”, similar to the 
ones we have in our own lives who are brave and kind enough to point out 
when we still have a bit of our dinner on our chin...we all benefit from having 
more than one pair of eyes!

A special thank you goes to our fantastic Local Governing Body (LGB) Chairs - 
Gemma Adams and Tasha Deacon - for so often going the extra mile, and good 
luck to Gemma in her new role as TA at Braddock.

In September we welcome the new Tamar Valley LGB which will be working 
with St Dominic and St Mellion as they join the St Barnabas family. 8



Sean Powers
CEO

This year we introduced our new ‘Bring it!’ Trust vision. Our children immediately rose to the challenge. The amount and quality of work carried out at home 
in response to learning in school has been incredible. 

Shelley England joined our Trust senior leadership team at the start of the year as Headteacher at  St Martin’s School. She has brought her considerable 
experience to bear which has led to very significant improvements being made which were reflected in two OFSTED monitoring reports during the year.

Our new business manager Nichola Nelson joined the Trust in September. She has led the central team through a number of financial audits during the year 
and extended the capacity of our financial operation to include the two new schools joining the Trust. She has also project managed the creation of our new 
Trust Headquarters on the St Martin’s School site in Liskeard.

Steve Whiffen joined our central and has developed the governance of our Trust supporting directors and governors to hold senior leaders to account. Our 
LGB teams are now full and have members with a range of experience as a result 

Our schools are currently working hard to close the attainment gap caused by the lockdown. 1:1 online mathematics tuition is taking place in many schools 
along with online writing workshops hosted by Pie Corbett the poet and educational consultant.

From September our Trust is growing from six to eight schools with St Dominic & St Mellion joining. We all look forward to working with them.

Finally I would like to thank all the; directors, governors, school leaders and staff for their support and commitment to providing our pupils with the very best 
education possible in what has been a very challenging year given the pandemic. 9



Nichola Nelson
Business Manager/ CFO

It has been a pleasure and an honour to lead the 
central team during this very strange and 
unprecedented period. We have moved from 
strength to strength finally being able to work 
collaboratively as a central team from a central 
location at St Martin’s School. 

As a new Academy Business Manager/CFO, it has 
been a period of change and challenge which can 
only lead to consolidation and improved service 
going forward. 

The journey continues as we grow with a further 
two schools in September as we welcome them 
into the St Barnabas family.
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Shelley England
Headteacher

It has been a delight to join the team at St Martin’s.  I spent the first half term 
exploring and getting to know our school.  I knew that improvement was 
urgent and was pleased to find things well on the way as well as identifying 
actions to build a clear direction forward.  

This year, we have upskilled our teachers to provide high quality teaching, 
based on precise assessment of need, using a diagnostic tool provided by the 
Fischer Family Trust. This, along with training on recent research into effective 
cognition and learning is helping us support our children in reaching their full 
potential.

We also appointed a family liaison offer and an inclusion team to support our 
most vulnerable children and build home school relationships.
The entire team at St Martin’s have been wonderful and rapid improvements 
have already been made to behaviour, the curriculum and standards.  

We are excited to continue the journey! 11



Jake Imrie
Executive Headteacher
2021 started with great plans and aspirations for the Spring & Summer terms however, by the 5th January, all 3 schools closed as we moved into 
another National Lockdown. Moving 3 schools into remote learning and setting up 3 Critical Care Worker provisions was no mean feat but thanks 
to the determination, resilience and dedication of the staff teams in each school, we successfully put our plans into place. Participation levels 
with remote learning in all schools was high and we are truly grateful for the partnerships that quickly strengthened between home and school 
to ensure children continued to learn. This would not have been possible without the children’s tenacious commitment to their learning; we are 
so proud of them.

As we cautiously reopened our schools, we placed an emphasis on high quality first teaching along with targeted interventions to ensure that no 
child was left educationally disadvantaged by Covid 19. Initial pupil progress data from the end of this term is showing that our plans are coming 
to fruition with children returning to pre-Covid 19 levels, if not exceeding, in most subjects.

However, as a team, we recognised that attainment and progress wasn't the only area that needed careful thought as restrictions eased. 
Children’s Primary School years should be full of magical adventures; some of which have not been possible during the past 18 months. We have 
certainly made up for lost time during the Summer term with children: surfing and cycling the Cornish Coast; attending productions; canoeing; 
kayaking; pony trekking; beat hunting and so much more. 

As we come to the end of the final week of term, we take the opportunity to pause, reflect, be grateful and proud. We already have big plans 
and high aspirations for next year and look forward to continuing the learning adventure with you all in September. 

Thank you to all members of staff, parents, our communities and children for everything you have done to support our special village schools this 
year. 12



Annie Kenton
Head of School
This year has been one of change, challenge and growth. The whole team rose to the challenge of 
providing individual support for those pupils whose learning had been most affected by the first 
Lockdown, with standardised data showing a significant rise in attainment over the Autumn Term. 
With significantly more pupils in school (50%) during the second lockdown, the challenge was then to 
manage the bubbles within and outside of school to ensure that all pupils could access the learning 
opportunities. Once again, the team was brilliant and many of our pupils have now closed any gaps 
that occurred or are receiving targeted support to ensure that they do so as quickly as possible. 

Strangely, we grew in pupil numbers during the second lockdown and this has allowed us to look 
forwards to September when we will have four classes which will allow our new teaching team to 
really hone in on any curriculum areas which need particular attention, using the FFT and MARK 
assessment packages to identify these with accuracy. Our two ofsted monitoring visits this year have 
confirmed the improvements that we have made in ensuring that all pupils make progress and given 
us further ideas to continue to work on. We were pleased with the very positive feedback given by 
both of the inspectors at the end of their visits.

With new teachers, revamped classrooms and smaller class sizes we are ready to bring growth and 
success to Quethiock over the next year. 13



Tom Riggs
Head of School

I think the word ‘rollercoaster’ adequately explains the feelings of this year. From welcoming 
all children back in September with open arms and a packed extra-curricular timetable, to the 
news that once again we were entering a second full lockdown with our home learning 
programme put through its paces once again. What has remained consistent throughout, is 
the resilience, determination and ability to ‘bounce back’ for each and every one of our 
children. Their continuous smiles in our daily ‘Bring It’ meetings kept our fires burning brightly. 

In addition, the care, compassion and commitment of our staff has proved to be a shining light 
during the periods of darkness. Our school community rose to the challenge once again, with 
parents balancing a busy home learning programme with managing their own commitments - 
it certainly hasn’t always been easy!

We are all incredibly proud and privileged to be part of such a dedicated, caring community. A 
parent recently described our school as being ‘the beacon on the hill’ in the village - a 
statement we all hold closely to our hearts. Thank you to everyone for your continuous 
support, words of encouragement and the love and care shown to our school. Autumn 2021? 
BRING IT! 14
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